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Recent Adoptions!

Chunky, Cheeto, Bonet,
Toad, Kit, Winfeld &
Penny, Nena, Naila,
Armondo, Fester &
Lurch, Sketchers,

Juliette, Pepe Le Pew,
Penelope, Alexina, Nova,

Jake & June, Harmony,
Mimi, Zatz, Dallas,

Patience, Jeffe, Magic,
Polly, Ophelia, Tovah &

Yaffah, Eleanor and Titus!

We're up to 34 adoptions!

Donations Needed!

We could use a few small pump
style hand sanitizers to ft into 
the clear holders outside many 
of the cat and dog rooms! 
We've added several new cat 
rooms and will be placing 
holders outside them as well.

We always need paper towels, 
bleach, dishwasher detergent 
and of course - litter! We have 
lots of laundry soap right now 
so that's off our list for now.

Visit our website for more 
ideas and fnd a link to our 
Amazon wishlist.
www.pawsct.org/wishlist

Who is this chill kitty hanging out at home?

It sure looks like Chunky!

Lounging around, making himself at home and looking
pretty darned relaxed. Congratulations Chunk-ster!!!
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       Adopted: Happenstance! And he's right at home!

Former bottle babies Romeo and
Othello are doing great and love
to snuggle together :-)         Adopted: Zatz!
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“Wanted to send you some pictures of Happenstance 
now named Chester. He has settled in very well to 
our home. He's eating well, playing and getting lots 
of cuddles and love. He loves sitting in the windows 
and watching the birds. We are absolutely thrilled with 
him and feel very lucky that he is a part of our family.”

Zatz is doing great! I have a full update and photos
for the next edition! 



          Adopted: Nova! Foster to Adopt: Cafe!

 
   Foster to Adopt: Cadet and Platinum!            Adopted: Alexina!

Who's that cat?
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     Kisses (now Cider) doing great! Taylor is making great strides!

   Adorable Skittles, available soon!        Turvy (now Arlo) is a momma's boy
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“Taylor continues to enjoy being petted, who
knew! and comes when called. He truly loves
Caitlin and even head-butts her! Taylor and 
Topper, (one of our other cats) play chase and 
run around all over our upstairs at top speed. 
Taylor even jumped over Topper last night, 
when they were playing!

During the recent thunderstorm, Meghan and I
stayed upstairs to comfort Taylor, (who was 
really scared). I brushed him, which helped him
calm down. Ever since that night, he lets me 
pet him. Not just a quick pat, he lets me really 
pet him, including his tail! When Taylor is really
happy, he sticks his Dudley Do-Right chin out! 
He is so soft and his fur is really plush. He is 
such a good boy!”

They are planning to come and adopt a playmate
for him very soon!


